The Beauty and Joy of Computing

Lab Exercise 4: Starting a simple math tutor program - and more interaction

Objectives

By completing this lab exercise, you should learn to

- Distinguish between three different scopes of BYOB variables: global, sprite local, and script local;
- Choose appropriate variable scope when writing BYOB programs; and
- Describe and implement operations needed to add fractions.

Background (Pre-Lab Reading)

You should read this section before coming to the lab. It describes how various things work in BYOB and provides pictures that show what they look like in BYOB. You only need to read this material to get familiar with it. There is no need to actually do the actions described in this section, but you certainly can do them if it would help you follow along with the examples.

The idea with this lab, and with the homework that follows up on this lab, is to create a math tutor program that teaches school kids about working with fractions: finding lowest common denominators and adding fractions. This tutor program will use the “number stamping” scripts that you’ve written in the previous two labs in order to write numbers out to explain concepts and ask students questions (this lab is just about doing the calculations, and doesn’t do the number stamping part).

Scope of Variables

In this pre-lab reading, we will cover some issues about variables that we have just glossed over up until now. The idea of a variable is simple, and you have used them for the previous two labs, but there are some details and subtleties that you should understand. We start with a simple scenario so that we can introduce the concepts: We are making a simple game that has a horse and a lion (which often play nicely together, right?), so we start by importing these sprites - we’ll give these names by changing “Sprite1” and “Sprite2” at the top of their sprite pane, and we’ll name the horse “Mr. Ed” and the lion “Simba”. Once we create these, the sprites area shows both sprites with their names, like this:

Next we want to declare some variables: Our game will have a score, which we will keep track of in a variable, and the amount of food and gold that the two characters have. To make the score variable, we go to the “Variables” category and click the “Make a variable” button, which pops up the window that allows us to give the variable the name “score” - after doing that, this is what the window looks like:

---
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Items in BYOB, including scripts, variables, and block definitions, can exist either everywhere (in which case we say they are **global**) or just in the context in which they are defined (in which case we say they are **local** to some context). In the very first lab, we talked about scripts defined with a sprite being “local to the sprite”, which means that they only apply to the sprite in which they are defined - for example, in the “Angry Alonzos” script from Lab 2, Alonzo flew from one side of the screen to the other. But since that script was defined in Alonzo’s script area it was local to Alonzo. If we wanted the dragon to fly like that, we could not use the script defined for Alonzo. In that situation we could copy Alonzo’s script over to the dragon, but that just makes another local copy for the dragon - any changes we make to the dragon’s script would not change Alonzo’s script and vice versa. We refer to the context in which something is defined to be the item’s **scope**, which can either be global or local to some item like a sprite.

The choice in the variable definition between “For all sprites” and “For this sprite only” chooses the scope of the variable: Either the variable is global, so it exists for all sprites, or it is local to this sprite. Our game has only a single score, not a score for each character, and all characters might need to access or change the score - that means we need it to be global, and keep the “For all sprites” selection checked, and then click on “OK”.

Next we define a variable for how much food, or hay, the horse Mr. Ed has. This only applies to the horse, so in this case we first select Mr. Ed as our current sprite, and then click “Make a variable” to define “hay” and select “For this sprite only”. We do the same thing for Simba, to create a variable called “meat.” The effect of this is immediately apparent: when we select the Mr. Ed sprite and look in the Variables category of the blocks palette, we see this:

And when we select Simba, the top of the Variables category changes to look like this:

Notice that when Mr. Ed was selected we saw the global variable “score” and his food variable “hay” (separated by a line - global variables will always be above this line, and local variables below), but we do not see Simba’s variable “meat”. When we select Simba, we can still see the
global variable “score” but now the only local variable we see is Simba’s variable “meat”. Therefore, we have no access to Simba’s “meat” variable when we are writing scripts for Mr. Ed, which makes sense.

Finally, let’s define a variable for the amount of gold each character has (lions and horses love gold!). We define a local “gold” variable for Mr. Ed, and then do the same for Simba, where these are local to their sprite since each sprite can have a different amount of gold. Now when we flip between the two sprites, the variable “gold” looks like it stays there, but it’s below the line in the variable list:

Below the line means it’s a local variable, so despite the fact that you see the same name in both places there are actually two different “gold” variables: one for Mr. Ed and one for Simba. Since all of our variables are checked, they are all set as watch variables, and so are displayed on the stage:

Looking at that display, it’s clear that there’s only one “score” (no context is given), but there’s both a “Mr. Ed gold” and a “Simba gold” - those are the two local “gold” variables, and the sprite name gives the context in which they are valid. While it’s probably obvious if you think about it, you should be aware that when the “set …” block is used in a sprite’s scripts, it can only access global variables or local variables for that particular sprite. For example:

When you create variables, you should follow what I’ll call the Principle of Least Scope:

Define variables with the smallest possible scope.

This means that if a variable can be local, then it should be local. There are two reasons for this: First, if you start defining lots of global variables, they appear in the “Variables” pane of every sprite in your program, so you will see all those variables (most of which might be completely irrelevant to your sprite) and have to find a variable that you want - that’s confusing, and there’s no good reason for it! The second reason is that global variables form connections

1 That’s not a standard computer science phrase - I just made it up - but it’s patterned after a common computer security concept known as the “Principle of Least Privilege”.
between sprites: changing a global variable in one sprite may change the operation of a completely different sprite that uses the same global variable. If you can reduce the amount of connections between the behavior of your sprites, then when something goes wrong it is much easier to locate and fix the error.

When you were defining your own blocks in the last lab, you were also given a choice between “For all sprites” and “For this sprite only”. This has the exact same effect as the scope of variables: a block may be general-purpose and apply to all sprites, in which case it should be global, or it could be something specific to just a single sprite, in which case it should be local. For example, both Mr. Ed and Simba might run, so there could be a global block defined for “run”, but then since only Mr. Ed eats hay there could be an “eat hay” block that would be for Mr. Ed only. If Mr. Ed is selected and you look at the blocks created this way, you will see this:

(note that there is no nice global/local dividing line like there is for variables). If you select Simba, the “eat hay” block that is local to Mr. Ed disappears, but instead there might be a block that reflects Simba's eating preferences:

**Script Variables**

There is one more kind of variable, that we haven’t used yet, but will be very useful for this lab: a **script variable**. A script variable has a very small scope, as it is only valid within the script in which it is defined. Consider this problem: In our game, gold is being produced faster and faster as the game progresses. In the first minute the game produces one bar of gold; in the second minute it produces two additional bars of gold; in the third minute it produces three more bars of gold, etc. So the total produced in the first 3 minutes is 1+2+3=6 bars of gold. We want to make a block that can tell us how many blocks of gold were produced in some time interval - thinking abstractly about **what** we want, rather than **how** we are going to do it, we decide we want a reporter block that looks like this:

This will report the value of the numbers from the low number to the high number, inclusive. So the block above reports the value of 1+2+3+4, or 10. This is a general operation, not tied to any specific sprite, so we’d like to define this as a global block (i.e., “For all sprites”). Identifying the operation we want to perform and how we want to use it, before actually worrying about the details of how the block will work or implementing it, is called **top-down design**.

There’s actually a formula for computing this sum, but let’s pretend that we don’t know that and that we need to actually add up the numbers in the range. To add up 1 to 4 we’ll need something that counts and takes on the values 1, 2, 3, and 4 (that’s one variable), and we’ll need to keep track of the sum as we add each of these numbers in (that’s another variable). Remember the “Principle of Least Scope”? We can’t use a local sprite variable for this, since the block is to be used for any sprite, and we don’t want to use a global variable for all the reasons
that make the Principle of Least Scope a good idea. The answer to this dilemma is a special kind of variable called a script variable - script variables have smaller scope than even sprite local variables, because they are only valid in the script in which they are defined and used. Script variables are most commonly usually used in a block definition, but they are not limited to that: regular scripts defined for a sprite can also have script variables. To create a script variable, you use the “script variables” block that is in the “Variables” category of the block palette, and looks like this:

This block creates a script variable named “a”. The block also has a new feature that we haven’t seen before: it takes a variable number of arguments. If you click on the arrow at the far right hand side of the block, it will add an additional argument. Here’s what it looks like after we do that to create a second script variable, which BYOB calls “b”:

At this point you can create more script variables, or delete the ones that are there (using the left arrow). Script variables “come into existence” when the script executes this “script variables” block, and disappear when the script containing this block finishes.

You can (and should!) change the names of the script variables - a variable always represents some quantity, so it is best to name a variable so that the name reflects what it represents. For example, in our definition of the “add from … to …” block, we need the two variables described above, so we will name them “counter” (for the counter that goes 1, 2, 3, 4) and “sum” (which keeps track of the sum). To change the name of a variable, just click on it in the “script variables” block, and a pop-up window will allow you to set a new name.

Let’s get back to our problem of defining an “add from … to …” block: We start defining the block as we’ve done many times, giving it two parameters (first and last) with default values of 1 and 10, then we put in the “script variables” block and set the names of our script variables. The next thing we want to do is initialize our script variables, so we use a “set” block - dragging it out and clicking on the drop-down menu to select the variable name, we see variables grouped by scope, separated by horizontal lines. It looks like this, where the scopes of variables are labeled in our picture (they aren’t labeled in BYOB):
Notice that the parameters are actually script variables! That makes a lot of sense, because parameters are only meaningful in the script that defines the block to which they are parameters. An important point about script variables is that they “come into existence” when the script executes the “script variables” block, and don’t exist outside of the script containing the “script variables” block. If you were to put a “set …” block above the “script variables” block, it would not give you those variables as options, since they don’t exist at that point in the script. The script variables will also not be available in scripts that are not connected to this one - keep that in mind if you like to assemble multi-block components that you snap together later into a script, since anything separated from the “script variables” block will not have those variables available, even if you intend to combine it with the “script variables” block later!

Now let’s finish our block definition. The idea is simple, but you might have to study the solution below for a little bit to get comfortable with how this works. We start “counter” (our script variable counter) at the “first” value in our range, and then put it in an iterative block that will add one to it every step using a “change …” block. So if “first” starts at 1, the second time through the iteration it will be 2, the third time it will be 3, and so on. At each step, we want to add the current counter value into the sum, and we want to repeat this until “counter” exceeds our upper limit “last”. Finally, it should report the sum. Putting these ideas together, we get the following solution:

![Block Editor Image]

Make sure you fully understand how this works!

There’s only one last thing to say about script variables: It is possible for a script variable to have the same name as either a global or a sprite variable. In other words, it’s possible that we could have a global variable in our program named “sum” in addition to a script variable named “sum”. Despite the fact that these have the same name, and they look exactly alike when used in a script, they are two different variables. You can tell the difference in the “set …” block because of the positioning within the drop-down menu, but whenever possible you should make sure you use different names for script variables than other variables.

Why doesn’t BYOB force script variables to have different names from other variables? There’s actually a very good reason, and it has to do with abstraction: When we define a block, we
should concentrate on the logic of that block, and not be concerned at all with what’s going on outside that block definition - the block definition should be entirely self-contained. If we say we have to avoid using the same name as a global or sprite variable, then we are not self-contained since we’re thinking about things outside the block definition. You can also look at this from the other perspective, that of someone using the block. A programmer using the “add from … to …” block should not have to worry about the fact that certain variable names are used inside the block definition. Good block definitions are self-contained abstractions, where the user of the block only needs to be concerned about what the block does, and should not have to think at all about how the block does its work.

Now you know almost everything there is to know about variables in BYOB!

Math Background for Lab 4

The goal of this lab and the following homework assignment is to create a simple math tutor program, that helps school kids learn about and practice adding fractions. While you are free to have your tutor program explain adding fractions in any way that is sensible, the underlying code of this assignment will need to add fractions as well, and should take the specific approach that we describe here. For example, let’s say that we want to compute the sum $\frac{5}{6} + \frac{6}{15}$. We need to convert these fractions so that they have a common denominator, so this sum is the same as $\frac{25}{30} + \frac{12}{30}$, at which point we can add numerators and get the sum of $\frac{37}{30}$. How do we describe this algorithmically, so we can do this computation in our program?

We can compute everything we need if we can compute the “greatest common divisor”, or GCD, of the denominators. The greatest common divisor is the largest integer that divides evenly into the two values, so in our case we find that the GCD of 6 and 15 is 3, which we typically write as $\text{GCD}(6,15)=3$. You’ll have to define a block for computing the GCD in Activity 1 below, but you should think a little about how you could do it now: think of starting at the largest possible value of the GCD and decreasing it until it divides evenly into both numbers. So we could start at 6 and ask “does 6 divide evenly into 6 and 15?” 6 doesn’t divide evenly into 16, so we decrease it and try 5. 5 doesn’t divide evenly into 6, so we step down to 4. That doesn’t divide evenly into either number, so we go down to 3. That one works, and since we were counting down and we stopped at the first common divisor, we know we have the greatest possible divisor. This is tedious if you do it by hand, but tedious calculations are exactly the thing that computers are good at! Note that there are much more efficient ways to compute the GCD, but this simple technique is all we need for this lab exercise.

Now that you can compute GCD’s, how does that help you find common denominators? That turns out to be easy! Let’s say we’re adding $\frac{a}{x} + \frac{b}{y}$, where $a$, $b$, $x$, and $y$ are all integers. The two denominators are $x$ and $y$, and we use $g$ to denote the GCD of these values (so $\text{GCD}(x,y)=g$). Now we know that $g$ divides evenly into both $x$ and $y$, so $\frac{x \cdot y}{g}$ is an integer, which happens to be the lowest common denominator! Why? We can compute $y/g$ (remember,
g divides y, so this is an integer), and multiply the fraction \( \frac{a}{x} \) by \( \frac{y/g}{y/g} \). This gives \( \frac{a*(y/g)}{x*(y/g)} \) for the first fraction. For the second fraction, we multiply by \( \frac{x/g}{x/g} \) (note that \( x/g \) is an integer), so the second fraction becomes \( \frac{b*(x/g)}{y*(x/g)} \), and both fractions have the common denominator \( \frac{x*y}{g} \). Solving one problem (finding lowest common denominators) by turning it into a related problem (GCD) is called a reduction - we will say more about this in the Discussion section.

Putting our example in this context: we have \( \frac{5}{6} + \frac{6}{15} \), so \( a=5, b=6, x=6, \) and \( y=15 \). We figured out above that GCD(6,15)=3, so \( g=3 \). To adjust the first fraction, we compute \( y/g = 15/3 = 5 \), and multiply the first fraction by \( 5/5 \) to get \( 5*5 / 6*5 = 25/30 \). For the second fraction, we compute \( x/g = 6/3 = 2 \), and multiply the second fraction by \( 2/2 \) to get \( 6*2 / 15*2 = 12/30 \). Now that both are over the common denominator of 30, we can add numerators to get \( (25+12)/30 = 37/30 \).

You may not have done additions of fractions by computing GCDs in the past, but the nice thing about this approach is that once you know the GCD of the two denominators, computing everything else is easy! Hopefully all of this was clear to you, but if you’re still uncertain about it, work through a few additional examples to see how things work out. Here are a couple of practice problems:

\[
\begin{align*}
2/3 + 3/4 &= 17/12, \text{ where } g=1 \\
5/6 + 3/10 &= 34/30, \text{ where } g=2
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that the second answer gives a fraction that is not in lowest terms: it could be reduced to 17/15. You can use the GCD for that too! Just find the GCD of the numerator and denominator, and then divide that common factor out of both numerator and denominator. In this case, \( \text{GCD}(34,30)=2 \), so we divide both numerator and denominator by 2.

**Activities (In-Lab Work)**

**Activity 1:** For this activity, you should make a reporter block that computes the greatest common divisor of two integers. Your reporter block should look like the following (shown displaying the GCD of 6 and 15):

\[ \text{GCD of 6 and 15} \]

**Hint:** The “Math Background for Lab 4” section in the Pre-Lab Reading described a simple algorithm, or technique, for computing the GCD of two integers. This involves testing if one number divides evenly into another, which you know how to do if you think about it: asking whether \( x \) divides evenly into \( y \) is the same thing as asking whether “\( y \mod x \)” is 0 (i.e., the remainder of the division is 0). The GCD solution involves counting down in a loop, very, very similar to the way we counted up in the “sum of …” block in the first part of the Pre-Lab reading. Figuring out when this loop should stop is a little more difficult, but consider how easy it would be if you had a block of the following form:
If you define this block first so that you can use it in your GCD definition, it will simplify this activity greatly! Save your complete solution as Lab4-Activity1.

**Activity 2:** Use the technique described in the “Math Background” section to create a reporter block that finds that lowest common denominator for two integers. It should look like the following:

Save your solution to this activity as Lab4-Activity2.

**Activity 3:** In this activity, you will create a reporter block that takes 4 parameters, defining two fractions, and computes the numerator of the sum of these (so, taken together with the block from the previous activity, you should be able to compute the sum, both numerator and denominator), of any two fractions. You do not need to worry about putting fractions in lowest terms. Here’s an example of what this block should look like:

Save your solution to this activity as Lab4-Activity3.

**Activity 4:** *This activity does not build on the previous ones* - after you’re sure the previous activity has been saved, start a new project in BYOB to clear out your previous work.

For the last activity in this lab, you will make a number guessing game so that you can practice using two new blocks: the “ask” block and the “join” block. Here are the basics of what you will do: create a game in which a character (you can use Alonzo or whatever character you want) picks a random number between 1 and 10, and asks the player to guess the number. The “ask...” block is in the “Sensing” category of the blocks palette - when executed, it draws a dialog talking bubble for the character (like the “say” block) and provides an input box for the user to type an answer. You can test what the user typed by using the “answer” variable that is right below the “ask” block in the blocks palette, and your character should say either “Too low”, “Too high”, or “You got it! My number was 4” (where 4 is replaced with the actual number). For that last message, you need to combine a fixed text string (“You got it! My number was ”) with the value of a variable (the secret number), and display all of that together using a “say” block. However, the “say” block only takes one parameter, and we’ve got two things we want to include! The “join” block comes to our rescue by putting together two text strings, one after the other, and treating it as one value. In other words, we can do something like this:
Finally, you should use a repeat loop to allow the user to keep guessing until they get the answer correct.

The only requirements for this activity are a number guessing game that repeatedly says “too low” or “too high” until the number is guessed, with at least one use of the “join” block in an argument to “say”. You are encouraged to be creative in the time you have for this activity: use different characters, change the dialog messages (as long as they fit the minimum requirements of the game), have a celebratory animation when the number is guessed correctly, or anything else you can think of. When you complete this activity, save your final program as Lab4-Game.

**Discussion (Post-Lab Follow-up)**

**Reduction:** In doing the math for adding fractions, the problem of finding the lowest common denominator was solved by computing a greatest common divisor and then transforming the result using some simple formulas. In other words, all of the real computational effort was done in the GCD function, and then we just did a few minor calculations to turn the answer into what we originally wanted (the lowest common denominator). This is called a computational reduction (or just “reduction” when it’s clear that you’re talking about a computational reduction), and we say that we have **reduced** the problem of computing lowest common denominators to the problem of computing greatest common divisors.” Unfortunately, the word “reduce” has different meanings in different contexts: At the end of the “Math Background” section we noted that you can reduce a fraction to lowest terms using the GCD function, which is an entirely different use of the word “reduce” that has nothing to do with computational reductions. Yes, this is confusing, and I’m about to make it even more confusing. Since we turned the problem of reducing a fraction into the problem of computing a GCD (plus a couple of additional divisions), we have reduced the problem of reducing a fraction to the problem of computing a GCD. Did you get that? It’s unfortunate terminology in this case, but it does make sense if you think it through, and it’s worth your time to figure out what that sentence means! As a final comment, notice that we reduced two different problems on fractions to a single core problem, that of computing a GCD. When you can do this in a program it is fantastic news! You put the complicated computation into one function, which you can write and test thoroughly, and then you can use that one well-tested solution to solve your other problems.

**Top-down design:** When we introduced the “add from … to …” block above, that block was driven by a higher-level need in the system. Starting from a system-level perspective and figuring out what building blocks or components you need for the system, and then figuring out the building blocks you need to build those components, and so on, is what we refer to as “top-down design”. This is pretty much identical to the notion of “problem decomposition” that we described in Lab 1, but people tend to use the phrase “problem decomposition” for small-scale problems, and “top-down design” when designing complex systems. The opposite of top-down design is **bottom-up design**, which means starting at the lowest building blocks, and assembling things until you have something interesting - you start with the simple pieces and build more and more complex objects. While “top-down design” and “bottom-up design” are the common terminology in computer science, in other areas of design top-down design is referred to as “decomposition” and bottom-up design is referred to as “synthesis.”
Terminology

- **bottom-up design**: Constructing components from basic operations, and building more complex components from those, and so on until a complete system is built from the bottom up.

- **computational reduction (or reduction)**: Using the solution to one computational problem ("Problem A") to solve another one ("Problem B"), typically with a small amount of computation to convert the inputs for Problem B into inputs for Problem A, and/or a small amount of computation to convert the output from Problem A into the output for Problem B.

- **global**: A computational item - like a variable or block - that is available from all parts of a program.

- **local**: A computational item - like a variable or a block - that is available only in a particular context, where the context can be a particular sprite or a particular script.

- **principle of least scope**: The program design principle that says that you should always use the smallest possible scope for a variable - so, in particular, global variables should only be used as a last resort.

- **reduce**: In the description of "computational reduction" above, we say that we reduce Problem B (the problem we want to solve) to Problem A (the problem we have a solution to).

- **scope**: The parts of a program in which an item (like a variable or block) is defined and available.

- **script variable**: A variable with very small scope: it is only available from the point that it is defined (using a "script variable" block) until the end of that script.

- **top-down design**: Designing a program by starting at the top, system level, deciding what components are needed to make the system work, and further breaking those components down into smaller pieces.

Submission

In this lab, you should have saved the following files: Lab4-Activity1, Lab4-Activity2, Lab4-Activity3, and Lab4-Game. Turn these in using whatever submission mechanism your school has set up for you.